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"riEiillIm'u l.» l. V- Membersofthe RoadmacSur-

facing team fix a pothole on
the corner ofKing Edward andI
Kolbe Road in Bloemfontein.
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Raubex, being one of South The Raubex Group is aware The cost of repair ranges
Africa’s leading infrastructure of its social responsibilities from R250,66 per pothole,

development groups, has and believes it is crucial for costing the company a total
now extended its expertise businesses to play a positive of R835 000 to help address
to road infrastructure main- role in the communities the challenge of potholes,
tenance through the Pothole within which they operate. which pose a serious threat
Initiative — One Street at a Through the Pothole to motorists. Not only can
Time. Initiative the group strives to hitting one pothole seriously

Focusing on helping to x promote the importance of damage a vehicle — it can
roads and streets that are infrastructure and its mainte- lead to deadly crashes.

disintegrating due to pot- nance. The group believes Raubex prides itself on the

holes, this project is part of infrastructure assets are the work it does, but more than
Raubex’s flagship Corporate foundation of a country's that: The group appreciates
Social Investment (CSI) economic development. it more when they see their celebrating over 40 years in

initiatives. To date at least 180 neighbours and communities the construction industry
Roadmac Surfacing, a reported cases of potholes in thanking a company that has since it was established in

Raubex subsidiary, has the Mangaung Metro Munici- been around and will be for 1974.

repaired numerous potholes pality have been seen to, a long time to come. The group consists of three
in the Mangaung Metro and the Roadmac Surfacing Raubex is one of South divisions, namely the materi-
municipal area. Work at all team has set the benchmark Africa’s leading infrastructure als division, roads and
sites in the area has been of xing a pothole within 72 development and construc— earthworks division and
done pro bono. hours. tion materials supply groups, infrastructure division.
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